Beyond the art of governmentality: unmasking the distributional consequences of health policies.
The aim of this article is to critique health policy discourses that are taken for granted. This perspective will allow for the identification of 'exclusionary' health policies, which we define as policies that are thought to offer universal benefit, despite yielding adverse effects for significant groups of people in society. As such, policies that are said to be designed 'for all' frequently benefit only a subset of the population. Our intent is to highlight the distributional consequences of certain health policies that are largely institutionalized in contemporary society. We believe that these distributional effects are explicit representations of power in society and that institutions may provide individual 'choice' and 'freedom' that, in turn, yields separation as an outcome, a separating equilibrium. Specifically, if those who benefit from policies of partition are numerous and are to obtain significant advantage or incur limited costs, or if those who are adversely affected are scarce (or hidden), or the size of these adverse effects are small (or perceived to be minor), then partition becomes more likely as a 'legitimate', but exclusionary, instrument of public policy.